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ABSTRACT
Classical and Type II Cepheids are used to reinvestigate specific properties of the
Galaxy. A new Type II reddening-free Cepheid distance parameterization is formulated
from LMC Cepheids (OGLE), with uncertainties typically no larger than 5–15%. A
distance to the Galactic centre of R0 = 7.8 ± 0.6 kpc is derived from the median
distance to Type II Cepheids in the bulge (OGLE), R0 = 7.7±0.7 kpc from a distance
to the near side of the bulge combined with an estimated bulge radius of 1.3 ± 0.3
kpc derived from planetary nebulae. The distance of the Sun from the Galactic plane
inferred from classical Cepheid variables is Z⊙ = 26 ± 3 pc, a result dependent on
the sample’s distance and direction because of the complicating effects of Gould’s
Belt and warping in the Galactic disk. Classical Cepheids and young open clusters
delineate consistent and obvious spiral features, although their characteristics do not
match conventional pictures of the Galaxy’s spiral pattern. The Sagittarius-Carina arm
is confirmed as a major spiral arm that appears to originate from a different Galactic
region than suggested previously. Furthermore, a major feature is observed to emanate
from Cygnus-Vulpecula and may continue locally near the Sun. Significant concerns
related to the effects of metallicity on the VI-based reddening-free Cepheid distance
relations used here are allayed by demonstrating that the computed distances to the
Galactic centre, and to several globular clusters (M54, NGC 6441, M15, and M5) and
galaxies (NGC 5128 and NGC 3198) which likely host Type II Cepheids: agree with
literature results to within the uncertainties. An additional empirical test is proposed
to constrain any putative metallicity dependence of Cepheid distance determinations
through forced matches of distance estimates to a particular galaxy using both Type
II and classical Cepheids.
Key words: stars: variables: Cepheids—Galaxy: fundamental parameters—Galaxy:
structure.
1 INTRODUCTION
The value of Cepheid variables as distance indicators is
well established by their continued use as standard can-
dles for the extragalactic distance scale (Kelson et al. 1999;
Freedman et al. 2001; Thim et al. 2003; Pietrzyn´ski et al.
2006; Ferrarese et al. 2007; Gieren et al. 2008). That same
property can also be used to map the Milky Way’s spiral
arms and to establish various fundamental parameters for
the Galaxy, as pointed out previously (e.g., Kraft & Schmidt
1963; Fernie 1968; Caldwell & Coulson 1987; Opolski 1988;
Berdnikov et al. 2006).
The present study capitilizes on recent advances in the
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field which enable the use of Type II Cepheids and classical
Cepheids to place stronger constraints on specific properties
of the Galaxy. With regards to Type II Cepheids, a new
reddening-free distance relation is formulated here and cal-
ibrated using LMC Type II Cepheids discovered by OGLE
(Udalski et al. 1999; Soszyn´ski et al. 2008). In relation to
classical Cepheids, the present study makes use of a new cal-
ibration of the reddening-free classical Cepheid distance re-
lation by Majaess et al. (2008a), which is tied to established
cluster Cepheids (e.g., Turner & Burke 2002) and new HST
parallax measures (Benedict et al. 2007). The parameteriza-
tion appears to be capable of reproducing classical Cepheid
distances with uncertainties typically no larger than ±5%
to ±15%, where the larger value of the uncertainty takes
into account extreme variations in location in the insta-
bility strip and the reddening law throughout the Galaxy
(see Turner 1989, 1996), given the reddening-free relation-
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ship is tied to a Galactic average. The results of Macri et al.
(2001) also support the assumption of a standard redden-
ing law, to first order, when determining the distances to
extragalactic Cepheids. Nevertheless, the relationship itself
replicates known distances to Cepheid calibrators to within
±4%, and that includes Cepheids well distributed about the
centre of the observational instability strip. Older relation-
ships of comparable type are generally tied to calibrators
whose parameters have since been revised.
The present study also utilizes a new and enlarged
sample of classical Cepheid variables with multi-passband
photoelectric and CCD photometry (e.g. Szabados 1977,
1980, 1981, 1983; Berdnikov 1992, 1994; Berdnikov et al.
1997, 1998, 2000). In most cases precision photoelectric and
CCD photometry enable the pulsation mode of a classi-
cal Cepheid to be constrained by means of Fourier anal-
ysis (Zabolotskikh et al. 2005; Beaulieu & Sasselov 1998;
Welch et al. 1995; Beaulieu 1995), resulting in improved dis-
tance estimates for shorter period objects. Efforts to dis-
cover additional Cepheids through all-sky variability sur-
veys also help to expand the Galactic sample, e.g., ASAS
(Pojmanski 2000), TASS (Droege et al. 2006), and NSVS
(Woz´niak et al. 2004).
This paper is organised as follows. In §2 a Type II
reddening-free Cepheid distance relation is developed and
tested by determining the distance to the Galactic centre
and several globular clusters and galaxies. §3 tackles the
thickness of the Galactic bulge by means of bulge planetary
nebulae and an estimated distance to the Galactic centre.
§4 uses classical Cepheids to determine the Sun’s distance
above the Galactic plane and to trace the warping of the
Galactic disk. Lastly, §5 uses classical Cepheids and young
open clusters to delineate local Galactic spiral structure.
2 DISTANCE TO THE GALACTIC CENTRE
Classical Cepheids currently provide only indirect informa-
tion about the distance to the Galactic centre, through their
kinematics. Yet abundant numbers of their low-mass Type
II counterparts are detected in the Galactic bulge. Distances
to Type II Cepheids can be established by first construct-
ing a reddening-free distance relation like that derived for
classical Cepheids (Majaess et al. 2008a). The calibrators
are LMC Type II Cepheids, with an adopted zero-point
to the LMC established from classical Cepheids and other
means (∼ 18.50, Laney & Stobie 1994; Freedman et al.
2001; Benedict et al. 2002, 2007; van Leeuwen et al. 2007;
Fouque´ et al. 2007; Majaess et al. 2008a). Although there
are fellow research groups that propose the LMC is closer
(Udalski et al. 1998). The distances were then computed for
Type II Cepheids lying in the direction of the Galactic bulge.
The distance to a classical Cepheid can often be es-
timated fairly reliably via a reddening-free relation of the
following form (van den Bergh 1968; Madore 1982; Opolski
1983; Majaess et al. 2008a):
5 log d = V + α logP + β(V − I) + γ , (1)
assumed here to be true for Type II Cepheids as well as clas-
sical Cepheids. A calibrating set of LMC Type II Cepheids
from the OGLE survey (Udalski et al. 1999; Soszyn´ski et al.
Figure 1. The computed distances (equation 2) to Type II
Cepheids in the LMC (top, calibrating sample), the Galactic bulge
(middle), and the globular cluster NGC 6441 (bottom). The data
are plotted as a function of pulsation period.
2008) was used to determine the co-efficients of equation (1)
that minimize the χ2 statistic, yielding the solution:
5 log d = V + 2.34 logP − 2.25(V − I) + 6.03 + φ . (2)
A plot of the computed distances to the calibrating set
is shown in Fig. 1. The average deviation is ∼ 5% and com-
parable to the uncertainties obtained by reddening-free clas-
sical Cepheid distance relations when reproducing calibrat-
ing data sets (Majaess et al. 2008a). A correction term of
φ = 0.05×| logP |4.8 is adopted to linearize the equation over
all period ranges from the BL Her to the RV Tau regimes,
given that different classes of Type II Cepheids appear to be
matched to different Wesenheit functions (Soszyn´ski et al.
2008). The above relationship yields reliable results for Type
II Cepheids with periods of logP 6 1.6, but is not calibrated
for use beyond that limit. The correction term (φ) can be
updated when the necessary calibrators become available.
Distances to a selection of Type II Cepheids identified
by OGLE as lying in the Galactic bulge (Kubiak & Udalski
2003) were computed using equation (2), and are plotted
in Fig. 1. The median distance to bulge Type II Cepheids
analyzed via equation (2) implies a distance to the Galactic
centre of R0 = 7.8±0.6 kpc, with the caveat that the Type II
Cepheids are assumed to be symmetrically distributed about
the centre. A second estimate for the distance to the Galactic
centre was established by adding an estimate for the radius
of the bulge to the distance to the near side of the Galactic
bulge as identified by Type II Cepheids, i.e. R0 = RNS + β,
under the assumption that the Galactic bulge is spherically
symmetric. The situation is less simple if there is a central
bar. The near side (NS) of the distribution is estimated to lie
at a distance of RNS = 6.4 ± 0.4 kpc, although admittedly,
this value is dependent on whether the scatter in Fig. 1
is inherent to the true distances of Type II Cepheids. A
correction factor of β = 1.3 ± 0.3 kpc was adopted from
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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giving a value of R0 = RNS + β = 7.7± 0.7 kpc.
The data in Fig. 1 indicate an apparent depen-
dence of distance with pulsation period for bulge Type
II Cepheids, but no such bias is noted for the distances
computed to Type II Cepheids in the metal-rich globu-
lar cluster NGC 6441. The observed trend for the bulge
data may be a sampling effect, but there is also a pos-
sibility that it is tied to a metallicity dependence in
the reddening-free Type II Cepheid distance parameteri-
zation. Classical Cepheids in the LMC and their Galac-
tic counterparts exhibit different metallicities (Luck et al.
1998; Andrievsky et al. 2002; Mottini 2006), and such dif-
ferences probably extend to Type II Cepheids. Yet the slope
of a VI classical Cepheid relation is relatively unaffected
by metallicity (Udalski et al. 2001; Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2004;
Benedict et al. 2007; van Leeuwen et al. 2007; Fouque´ et al.
2007; Majaess et al. 2008a), and indeed, equation 2
is also a V I-based relation. Udalski et al. (2001) and
Pietrzyn´ski et al. (2004) also suggest the zero-point of the
classical Cepheid PL relation (V I) is insensitive to metallic-
ity, although there are fellow research groups that propose a
modest correction (e.g., Kennicutt et al. 1998; Macri et al.
2006; Scowcroft et al. 2009). The current body of evidence
appears to indicate that the effect of metallicity on VI-based
classical Cepheid distance relations is small in comparison
with other concerns and uncertainties, especially in relation
to extragalactic observations. This notion likely extends to
the VI reddening-free Type II Cepheid distance relation pre-
sented here, namely since the computed distances to the
Galactic centre and to several globular clusters and galax-
ies by means of equation 2 agree with literature results to
within the uncertainties (demonstrated below). Ultimately,
larger statistics are needed to explore and characterize any
possible bias, especially vis a` vis the bulge data.
Recent studies by Feast et al. (2008) and
Groenewegen et al. (2008) established distances to the
Galactic centre from Type II Cepheids and RR Lyrae
variables of 7.64 ± 0.21 kpc and 7.94 ± 0.37 kpc, respec-
tively, consistent with a geometric estimate of 7.94 ± 0.42
kpc obtained by Eisenhauer et al. (2003) from the orbital
motion of star S2 about Sgr A*. The above values match
the distances estimated here to the Galactic centre, and
are consistent with similar values deduced from planetary
nebulae in the Galactic bulge (e.g., Pottasch 1990; Reid
1993).
Another test of the reliability of the VI reddening-free
Type II Cepheid distance parameterization can be made us-
ing globular clusters. Pritzl et al. (2003) provide a conve-
nient summary of the limited VI photometry available for
Type II Cepheids in globular clusters (their Tables 7 and
8), which, in the absence of a larger data set, permits a
comparison of distances computed to the clusters by equa-
tion (2) with literature results. The resulting distances de-
rived for 10 Type II Cepheids in the globular clusters M54,
M92, and NGC 6441 (see Fig. 1) agree with literature val-
ues for their distances, with the average difference, in the
sense present–literature values, being +5 ± 4% (the data-
point for M92 is most deviant). A minor cautionary note is
that the data for NGC 4372 given in Table 8 of Pritzl et al.
(2003) are not mean magnitudes, and the stars require addi-
tional observations (see Kaluzny & Krzeminski 1993). Two
Figure 2. Cepheid period-distance diagrams for the galaxies
NGC 3198 (upper) and NGC 5128 (lower), with filled circles iden-
tifying stars analyzed using the Type II Cepheid distance relation,
equation (2). Open circles identify stars analyzed with the classi-
cal Cepheid distance parameterization (Majaess et al. 2008a).
variable stars discovered with Cepheid-like light curves in
M15 are likely Type II Cepheids (V1 & V86, Corwin et al.
2008), leading to a distance of 11.1 ± 0.8 kpc (equation 2).
This is consistent with the estimated distance of 10.4 ± 0.8
kpc to M15 (Durrell & Harris 1993). In addition, V42 and
V84 in M5 (Randall et al. 2007; Rabidoux et al. 2007) are
probably Type II Cepheids given their Cepheid-like light
curves and computed distance of d ∼ 7.5 kpc (equation 2),
in agreement with the distance to M5 (e.g. Layden et al.
2005). The aforementioned globular clusters exhibit a large
range in metallicity (∆[Fe/H ] ≃ 1.75, Harris (1996)), so
the close agreement of the present distance estimates with
literature results negates a sizeable metallicity effect.
An independent test is possible using galaxies, since
the VI reddening-free Type II Cepheid distance relation
(equation 2) should provide reasonable distances for extra-
galactic Cepheids. A literature search was made with the
assumption that Type II Cepheids will yield overly large
distances when computed using a classical Cepheid dis-
tance relation. Two such instances were found: star C33
in NGC 3198 (Kelson et al. 1999) and star C43 in NGC
5128 (Ferrarese et al. 2007). Both stars exhibit Cepheid-like
light curves and were discovered from searches for classical
Cepheids in the galaxies by those research teams. Cepheid
period-distance diagrams in Fig. (2) for both galaxies indi-
cate that the two stars are probably Type II Cepheids and
members of NGC 3198 and NGC 5128 respectively, once
their distances are computed with the appropriate parame-
terization (equation 2). The former object may be the most
distant Type II Cepheid established to date, with an es-
timated distance of d = 13.7 ± 3.6 Mpc. Admittedly, the
uncertainties are large, but such cases demonstrate the po-
tential use of Type II Cepheids for extragalactic distance
determinations. Type II Cepheids may also offer an empir-
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 3. A pseudo colour image of NGC 4565 (upper) con-
structed from POSS II data (Noel Carboni), and the distribution
of planetary nebulae in Galactic co-ordinate space (lower), com-
piled from the catalogues of Kohoutek (2001) and MASH I & II
(Parker et al. 2006; Miszalski et al. 2008).
ical resolution to the metallicity question, given that, for a
particular galaxy, distances computed from reddening-free
classical and Type II Cepheids (equation 2) should yield
comparable results if metallicity effects are relatively small.
Finally, the location of Type II Cepheids detected in
windows towards the Galactic bulge is somewhat irregular,
although that does not appear to affect the present estimates
for R0. It may be advantageous in future studies to map
the spatial location of sample members to outline the bulge
distribution, as a means of eliminating potential sources of
bias and of inferring the shape and inclination of the bulge
(e.g., Kubiak & Udalski 2003). The spatial structure of the
Magellanic Clouds has been successfully determined by sim-
ilar means (Caldwell & Coulson 1986; Laney & Stobie 1986;
Welch et al. 1987; Nikolaev et al. 2004).
3 THICKNESS OF THE BULGE
The accepted view of the Galaxy’s edge-on structure has
been for many years that illustrated by Plaskett (1927,
1936) and Gaposhkin (1957). Plaskett’s envisioned struc-
ture agrees well with the distribution of planetary nebulae
in Galactic co-ordinate space (Fig. 3), compiled from the cat-
alogues of Kohoutek (2001) and MASH I & II (Parker et al.
2006; Miszalski et al. 2008). Planetary nebulae, whose pro-
genitors are primarily old, low-mass objects, outline the
Galactic bulge, where their distribution peaks rather clearly
(see Fig. 1 of Majaess et al. 2007). The maximum apparent
thickness of the Galactic bulge perpendicular to the Galac-
tic plane can be established from the co-ordinates of plan-
etary nebulae in Fig. 3, which imply a bulge thickness in
latitude of about ±9◦. From geometry and an estimated
distance to the Galactic centre of R0 = 8 ± 1 kpc, a rea-
sonably all-encompassing value (Reid 1993), the maximum
apparent thickness of the bulge along ℓ ≃ 0◦ is given by
Figure 4. Top, a plot of projected distances of classical Cepheids
from the Galactic plane, as a function of distance. Note that most
Cepheids lie below the plane as viewed from the Sun. Bottom, a
Gaussian fit to the distribution of Cepheids for d 6 2 kpc (binned
at ∆Z = 10 pc). The offset in Z represents the Sun’s distance
from the Galactic plane (26 ± 3 pc).
HB = 2×R0 × tan 9
◦ = 2.5± 0.3 kpc. If the Galactic bulge
is spherically symmetric, then the adopted value for β (the
radius of the bulge) in the previous analysis is justifed. A
possible complication can be seen in Fig. 3, since bulge plan-
etary nebulae appear to lie primarily below b = 0◦.
4 THE SUN’S DISTANCE FROM THE
GALACTIC PLANE
The distance to a classical Cepheid, d, can be approximated
using the reddening-free equation given by Majaess et al.
(2008a):
5 log d = V + (4.42) logP − (3.43)(〈B〉 − 〈V 〉) + 7.15 , (3)
where P is the period of pulsation, and 〈B〉 and 〈V 〉 are
Johnson blue and visual mean magnitudes. Equation 3
is a useful formulation, given the increased availability of
classical Cepheids with mean BV photometry. A classi-
cal Cepheid’s projected distance from the Galactic plane is
found geometrically: Z = d× sin b, where b is Galactic lati-
tude, compiled for each classical Cepheid from the General
Catalogue of Variable Stars (Samus et al. 2004).
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
5Figure 5. Top, the skewed distribution of classical Cepheids.
Features A and C represent directions towards the Sagittarius-
Carina arm and the Cygnus feature, respectively (see §5). Bottom,
the Galactic longitude dependence of apparent distance from the
Galactic plane for classical Cepheids.
A plot of projected distance from the Galactic plane
for each classical Cepheid as a function of distance from the
Sun is plotted in Fig. 4 (top). The diagram is plotted rel-
ative to the view from the Sun in order to illustrate the
skewed distribution of classical Cepheids from the solar per-
spective. The inclination of the local spiral arm, coincident
with Gould’s Belt, and warping of the disk (Fig. 5), can lead
to potential bias in determining the Sun’s distance from the
Galactic plane. It is therefore important to select the sample
for analysis as a function of distance and direction. Distant
classical Cepheids in the Cygnus direction (ℓ ≃ 70◦), for ex-
ample, appear to lie above the plane relative to distant clas-
sical Cepheids in the direction of Sagittarius (Fig. 5). The
two regions, separated by ∼ 100 pc in Z, represent extrema
where the Sun’s distance from the Galactic plane inferred
from classical Cepheids will be either above average for the
Sagittarius sample, to below for the Cygnus sample. How-
ever, there may be a preference towards detecting classical
Cepheids at larger galactic latitudes owing to increased in-
terstellar extinction along the plane, introducing a potential
bias. Nevertheless, the signature of warping as illustrated
by classical Cepheids is in general agreement with the re-
sults of Lo´pez-Corredoira et al. (2002), Russeil (2003), and
Vig et al. (2005).
Figure 6. The number of classical Cepheids, sampled in 20 pc
bins as a function of Z, decreases with increasing distance from
the Galactic plane.
The Sun’s distance from the Galactic plane can be es-
tablished reasonably well from classical Cepheids in the lo-
cal sample (within d 6 2 kpc), where the effect of the Milky
Way’s warp is small yet the variables are sampled beyond
features associated with Gould’s Belt. Such an analysis gives
Z⊙ = 26±3 pc, as determined from the offset of a Gaussian
fit to the data (Fig 4). However, the systemic uncertainty
may be larger than the formal uncertainty cited owing to
the effects described above. Literature results for Z⊙ lie be-
tween 5 and 30 pc, as tabulated by Reed (1997, 2006) and
Joshi (2005, 2007). Reed (2006) used the distribution of OB
stars to derive a value of Z⊙ = 19.6 ± 2.1 pc. Joshi (2005)
inferred a value of Z⊙ = 22.8± 3.3 pc on the basis of inter-
stellar extinction towards open clusters, and a more recent
analysis of young open clusters and OB stars produced val-
ues of Z⊙ = 13 to 20 pc and Z⊙ = 6 to 18 pc, respectively
(Joshi 2007). Star counts were used by Humphreys & Larsen
(1995) to obtain a value of Z⊙ = 20.5± 3.5 pc. The present
result from classical Cepheids is slightly larger than the
above estimates.
Classical Cepheids present several advantages for such
an analysis, since the distances to individual classical
Cepheids can generally be estimated more precisely than
the distances to individual OB stars or open clusters. Con-
versely, OB stars exhibit a spread in luminosity with spectral
type (e.g., Turner 1976, 1979), although the inverse is true
for their intrinsic colours. The precision of distances derived
for individual OB stars is therefore contingent on the avail-
ability of precise MK spectral types.
Likewise, distances to individual open clusters are often
poorly constrained, for various reasons. Even among bright
Messier objects (e.g., M38, M46) and calibrating Cepheid
clusters, there can be unsatisfactory scatter in derived dis-
tances (Majaess et al. 2007, 2008a). In some cases the dis-
tances to clusters derived in recent studies are nearly twice
as large as values obtained previously (e.g., NGC 2452,
Gathier 1984; Mallik et al. 1995; Moitinho 2001), or infer-
ences about their evolutionary ages and constituent stars
are completely revised (e.g., King 13, Majaess et al. 2008a).
Classical Cepheids are sparsely distributed near
the Sun, with the nearest classical Cepheid, Polaris
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 7. Local spiral structure as delineated by classical Cepheid variables (solid points) and young open clusters (YOCs, circled
points) in Galactic Cartesian space centred on the Sun (X, Y = 0). Hybrid maps are presented for long-period Cepheids (P > 13 days)
and YOCs (left), and including short-period Cepheids (P > 5 days, right). Markers refer to features discussed in the text.
(Turner et al. 2005; Evans et al. 2008), more than 100 pc
distant and the bulk of the sample beginning to appear at
distances of ∼ 250 to 300 pc. A plot of the distribution
of classical Cepheids with distance from the Galactic plane
(d 6 2 kpc) is presented in Fig. 6. The data, binned to
reduce the scatter, have a functional dependence given by:
ρ = 47× e−|Zc|/75 − 0.76, which implies a classical Cepheid
scale height of Zh 6 75±10 pc, similar to the value of 70±10
pc obtained by Fernie (1968). |Zc| is the absolute distance
of a classical Cepheid from the Galactic plane after correc-
tion for the solar bias (Z⊙ = 26 pc). A further bias arises
when using samples covering great distances because of the
warping of the disk and interstellar extinction, discussed ear-
lier, which artificially increases the determined scale height.
The scale height derived here, and likely by other means, is
therefore an upper limit.
There are 80 classical Cepheids within 1 kpc of the Sun,
a number that presumably underestimates the true sample
size. If that number is assumed to be typical of the rest of
the Galactic disk, and the disk is assumed to populate the
region between 1.2 kpc (excluding the bulge) and ∼ 13 kpc
from the Galactic centre, then the total number of classical
Cepheids in the Galaxy is at least 15,000.
5 GALACTIC SPIRAL STRUCTURE
W. W. Morgan’s first delineation of the spiral arms of our
Galaxy using early-type stars was a highlight of the 1951
meeting of the American Astronomical Society (Garrison
1995), and marked the culmination of a century of specula-
tion about the nature of the Milky Way. Alexander (1852)
appears to have been the first to argue that “the Milky
Way and the stars within it together constitute a spiral
with several (it may be four) branches, and a central (prob-
ably spheroidal) cluster.” Decades later Proctor (1869) and
Easton (1900) also wrote about the Milky Way’s spiral struc-
ture, although neither referenced Alexander’s visionary trea-
tise. In many works the Sun was assumed to lie at the centre
of the spiral pattern, with Easton (1900) suggesting an al-
ternative centre. Currently, the canonical Galactic model is
that of a 4-armed grand design spiral (a convenient sum-
mary is provided by Valle´e 2005), yet some well-established
and well-populated young Galactic features are not matched
by the superposed spiral patterns, and in some instances the
superposed patterns pass through regions of the Galaxy de-
void of spiral arm tracers. The empirical picture of spiral
arms in our Galaxy appears to be problematic.
Interstellar extinction prevents a complete delineation
of Galactic structure by classical Cepheid variables, lim-
iting an analysis to the local vicinity of the Sun. Nev-
ertheless, the analysis reveals features that both support
and contradict the seminal work by Georgelin & Georgelin
(1976), Russeil (2003), and Valle´e (2008). A plot of the
distribution of classical Cepheids and young open clusters
(YOCs, compiled from the catalogs of Dias et al. 2002;
Mermilliod & Paunzen 2003) in Cartesian space is presented
in Fig. 7. For the present investigation, young open clus-
ters are defined to be those with turnoff spectral types of
B1 or earlier (ages 6 107 years). Two separate Cepheid
samples were utilized, one consisting of long-period classi-
cal Cepheids and YOCs, and a sample that also includes
shorter-period classical Cepheids (P > 5 d). The spread of
periods for the latter sample includes stars of lower progeni-
tor mass, and hence older evolutionary age, than the former
(Turner 1996b; Turner et al. 2006). Old, low-mass stars like
c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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from such an analysis.
It is generally considered that only the most mas-
sive and youngest stars are suitable for deleneating spiral
structure, since they have not progressed far from their
places of birth in the spiral arms. Yet the consistent pic-
ture established between long-period and short-period clas-
sical Cepheids in Fig. 7 suggests that short-period classical
Cepheids are sufficiently young to delineate spiral features
as well. They have main sequence progenitors of at least 4–
6 M⊙ and correspond to ages of 40–80 Myr. Short-period
classical Cepheids have therefore covered less than ∼ 30% of
their Galactic orbits, which means they have not drifted far
from their birthplaces. More importantly, long-period classi-
cal Cepheids and YOCs produce a consistent picture of the
Galaxy. Use of such tracers simultaneously provides a larger
statistical sample and independent confirmation of the re-
sults, inevitably providing more confident conclusions.
The Sagittarius-Carina feature (A) is considered to be
one of the Galaxy’s major spiral arms, as confirmed by
the distribution of classical Cepheids and YOCs. Classical
Cepheids concentrate heavily along its length, traced by ob-
jects like U Car, VY Car, XZ Car, SV Vel, RY Vel, and
YZ Car. But the canonical spiral pattern has the arm orig-
inating from Galactic longitudes in excess of ℓ ≃ 35◦, pass-
ing through a region almost devoid of optical tracers. That
discrepancy was studied by Forbes (1983, 1984, 1985), and
was attributed partly to the presence of heavy extinction
arising within a nearby giant molecular cloud lying in that
direction, as well as to a dirth of spiral arm tracers. Prelim-
inary data from the Abbey Ridge Observatory (Lane 2007;
Majaess et al. 2008b) for three newly-discovered Cepheids
(Woz´niak et al. 2004; Wils & Greaves 2004) lying in that
general direction confirm that the extinction here is excep-
tionally large at nearly AV ≃ 4 magnitudes per kiloparsec
(the photometry and relevant details shall be published in a
subsequent study). Sample incompleteness may therefore be
important. However, the distribution (B) in Fig. 7 strongly
suggests that the Sagittarius-Carina arm (A) originates from
a different region of the Galaxy. Feature (B) appears to be
outlined by classical Cepheids like AV Sgr, VY Sgr, WZ Sgr
(Turner et al. 1993), UZ Sct, RU Sct, and Z Sct.
The Cepheid/YOC picture also indicates a feature em-
anating from Vulpecula-Cygnus (C), tied to variables like
S Vul, AS Vul, GQ Vul, TX Cyg, CD Cyg, SZ Cyg, and
VX Cyg. The feature appears to continue locally near the
Sun, where it runs closely adjacent to the Sagittarius-Carina
arm. The picture is rather ambiguous, however, and it is dif-
ficult to establish the existence of a continuous spiral feature
running into the third Galactic quadrant.
The region surrounding the Sun is relatively complex,
containing numerous young objects and a juxtaposition of
several spiral features. There is a concentration (D) in the
direction of the Puppis associations (e.g., Pup OB1 and Pup
OB2), ranging from ∼3–4 kpc and tied to classical Cepheids
such as EK Pup, AQ Pup, SS CMa, X Pup, WZ Pup, BN
Pup, WY Pup, and WW Pup, and classical Cepheids near
∼5 kpc, like AD Pup and LS Pup. The picture hints at the
possibility that the Puppis associations may be an exten-
sion of the local feature described above (C) or a spur of
the Sagittarius-Carina arm. Examination of images of spi-
ral galaxies in an atlas like that of Sandage & Bedke (1988)
indicates that galaxies with spiral arms that twist, merge,
cross, divide into two, and exhibit smaller spurs in their
outer regions are indeed frequent. Conversely, purely well-
behaved grand design spirals are much less common.
Cepheids are concentrated in the Cassiopeia feature (F).
Although, the well-known depletion of the Perseus arm for
ℓ > 140◦ also shows up in the Cepheid distribution, and it
is difficult to trace a major spiral feature beyond that point.
Long-period Cepheids also suggest the presence of a minor
spiral feature (E) that is tied to variables in Centaurus like
QY Cen, KN Cen, and VW Cen.
Matching the distribution of classical Cepheids and
YOCs to a standard spiral pattern is rather challenging, so
no superposition of such a pattern has been made in Fig. 7.
The figure has been tagged, however, with several identifiers
that relate to features discussed above.
6 SUMMARY
A new Type II Cepheid reddening-free distance parameter-
ization is formulated from OGLE LMC Cepheids (equation
2). The VI reddening-free Type II Cepheid distance rela-
tion reproduces the calibrating set with an average uncer-
tainty of∼ 5%. The distances to individual Type II Cepheids
are estimated to be no larger than 5–15%. The median dis-
tance computed to a sample of Type II Cepheids lying in
the direction of the bulge yields a distance to Galactic cen-
tre of R0 = 7.8 ± 0.6 kpc, with the caveat that the Type II
Cepheids are assumed to be symmetrically distributed about
the latter. A second estimate was established by adding an
estimate for the radius of the Galactic bulge (β) to the
distance to its near side (RNS) as identified by Type II
Cepheids, yielding R0 = RNS + β = 7.7 ± 0.7 kpc. The
resulting estimates for R0 from the VI reddening-free Type
II Cepheid distance relation agree closely with literature val-
ues. The true uncertainties in our estimated distances to the
Galactic centre may be larger than the standard errors cited,
however, given that the sample of bulge Type II Cepheids
is small, exhibits much scatter, and a potential metallicity
effect cannot be excluded. There is also an apparent depen-
dence of distance with pulsation period for bulge Type II
Cepheids, a trend not observed in Type II Cepheids belong-
ing to the metal-rich globular cluster NGC 6441. It is noted
that Udalski (2003) discovered large variations in the extinc-
tion law towards the bulge, which may complicate matters.
The robustness of theVI reddening-free Type II Cepheid dis-
tance relation was tested using independent samples of Type
II Cepheids in globular clusters and galaxies. The distances
computed to Type II Cepheids in the globular clusters M54,
M92, NGC 6441, M5, and M15 by means of equation 2 agree
with estimates found in the literature. The globular clus-
ters exhibit a large range in metallicity (∆[Fe/H ] ≃ 1.75,
Harris (1996)), so the close agreement of the present dis-
tance estimates with literature results allays concerns re-
garding a sizeable metallicity effect. Type II Cepheids are
also confirmed as likely members of the galaxies NGC 3198
and NGC 5128, respectively, once their distances are com-
puted with the appropriate parameterization (equation 2).
The variable in NGC 3198 may be the most distant Type
II Cepheid established to date, with an estimated distance
of d = 13.7 ± 3.6 Mpc. The uncertainties are large, how-
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ever. Yet such cases demonstrate the potential use of Type
II Cepheids for extragalactic research and as yet another
means for testing the dependence of metallicity on Cepheid
distance determinations.
The maximum thickness of the bulge along ℓ ≃ 0◦ is
estimated to be HB = 2.5 ± 0.3 kpc from bulge planetary
nebulae and an adopted distance to the Galactic centre.
The Sun’s distance above the plane is inferred from
classical Cepheids to be Z⊙ ≃ 26 ± 3 pc. The determina-
tion is hampered by local effects arising from Gould’s Belt
and warping in the disk, requiring prudence in selecting a
subsample for analysis which is representative of the region
near the Sun. The signatures of Gould’s Belt and the Galac-
tic warp are evident from distant classical Cepheids in the
Cygnus direction (ℓ ≃ 70◦) appearing to lie well above the
plane relative to distant classical Cepheids located in the di-
rection of Sagittarius. The two clumps of Cepheids are sep-
arated by ≃ 100 pc in Z. A potential bias may arise because
of a preference towards detecting classical Cepheids at larger
galactic latitudes owing to increased interstellar extinction
along the plane. The classical Cepheid scale height is esti-
mated to be Zh 6 75±10 pc, a value cited as an upper limit
because of the bias imposed by the disk’s warp and inter-
stellar extinction, which can artificially increase the derived
result. The aforementioned bias likely affects the determina-
tion of the scale height by other means. The total number
of classical Cepheids in the Galaxy is estimated to be on the
order of ∼ 15, 000.
Cepheid variables and young open clusters concentrate
in obvious and consistent patterns typical of local spiral
arms. The inferred picture of such features both supports
and contradicts existing interpretations. The Sagittarius-
Carina arm is confirmed as a major spiral arm that appears
to originate from a different Galactic region than suggested
previously. A major feature is also concentrated in Cygnus-
Vulpecula and may continue locally near the Sun into the
third quadrant, possibly extending into the Puppis associa-
tions. More work is needed to complete the picture, however.
Short-period classical Cepheids are shown to be as useful as
long-period Cepheids as tracers, indicating that stars born
in spiral arms remain close to their places of origin for at
least ∼ 80 Myr.
The future GAIA mission (Crifo et al. 2006), a next
generation follow-up to the Hipparcos mission, should de-
tect a large sample of new Cepheids that may help to elu-
cidate the Milky Way’s structure, in addition to the dis-
coveries of new Galactic open clusters (Dias et al. 2002;
Alessi et al. 2003; Moitinho et al. 2003; Kronberger et al.
2006; Bonatto et al. 2008; Turner et al. 2009). Indeed, a
multifaceted approach will likely be needed to clarify the
presently available evidence pertaining to the Sun’s location
relative to the main components of the Galaxy. The present
study appears to support the historic tradition of utilizing
Cepheid variables in such an endeavour.
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